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One of the fallacies in the current evacua tion planning and testin6

program in the U.S. is the belief that a properly implemented and

executed plan will protect the people. This is a fallacy because

today's evacuation plans are no t designed to cover the full rangs

of po tential accidents at an operating reac tor. The U.S. Nuclear

Regula tory Commission (NRC) ha s never determined the consequences

of a Class 9 accident with breach of containment at nuclear reactor
si tes, A, Class 9 accident involves a sequenc e of succ es sive

failures more severe than those postulated as the desiEn basis

for reactor pro tective systems and enginee"sd safety features.

(The NBC staff concluded that Three Mile Island was a Class 9

accident.) The probability of such an accident ha s also no t yet

been de termined by the NBC.

The location of the Zion, Illinois,in the most densely populated

area of the midwest United States, is a e in point of extremely

poor reactor siting. Only 40 miles north of Chicago and 40 miles

south of Milwaukee, the :: ion Station prasent s the potential for

enormous consequences. Based on 1970 cerisus data,16 cities with

a population of over one-million lie within 30 miles of the Zion cna

,)t) i'Station, and 39 cities with seven million people lie within 50

miles. ,
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A nuclear power plant contains several to ns of radioac tive ma terial,

much of which is gaseous and, if released, could be borne away

by the wind. The consequences of this type of accident have been

detailed by the 3RG in ~4 ASH-740 and its updato the Brookhaven

Report, and in the Heac tor Safety Study ( 4 ASH-lh00).

The Reactor Safety Study, also known as the Rasmussen Report,was .

published by the NIC in Oc tober 1975. The NFC has since repudiated

121e probability estime tes contained in '4 ASH-lh00 However, it

continues to stand behind the study's estimate:that .a' core meltdown

with breach 6f containment .could.'kil148,000 people from acute.

radistion sickness and radiation-induced cancers, cause another

285,000 non-fatal radiation injuries, give rise to 5,100 senecie

| defects in tha first generation born after the accident, result

in 4114. billion in property damage, and contamina to 3,200 square

! miles to such high levels of radioactivity that it would remain
'

uninhabitable for a cantury.

The Reactor Safety Study also described some of the procedures

needed to decontaminate areas affected by an accident. Removal

of radioac tive material fr- hard surfaces could! require replace-,

!

ment of walls and pavements or resurf acirs of pavements. Decen-

tamination of land areas could require removal and disposal

(probably burial) of vegetation and surface soil or deep plowing.

| It is inconceivable that such measures would be feasible for. a
i

I signific ant: portion of the metropolitan Ohic ago area.

i
1
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The upda ted '4 ASH-740, done by Brookhaven Na tional Laboratorie s

in 1964 65, states that "nost of the damage is done by activity

released in the first two hours. As a result there (are) only

about tow or three hours available for evasive purposes. Close

in there (is) very little that could be done since doses (are)

higher and received sooner. Mr. Smith added tha t the population

involved is large and 'culd make evasive measures difficult.

W '41nsche noted that abelter might be helpful, but Mr. Ibwnes

said that this wa s no t the c a se. "

As serious as these predic ted consequene es are, there a a number

of reasons why the actual consequences could be far worse in the

case of Zion. One of the mo st significant: is that the number of

casualties described above assumes that a massive evacuation has

j taken place within hours of the accident. The Reactor Safety

Study calculations are based on the assumption that all people

wietn five miles of the reactor could be evacuated in a few hours
alon6 with most of the people downwind for a distanc e of 25 miles

within a 45-degree sector. This evacua tion model is clearly not
applicable to the Zion site. Moreover the Reactor Safety Study-

itself (Appendix VI, page U-6) stated that for New York and other

metropolitan areas, "there is no presumption that the populstion. ..

could be moved in less than one week." Therefore , the consequenc es

of a catastrophie accident a t Zion , with at popula tion over one -

million within 30 miles, would be signific antly worse than the

naequences Peported b7 ' DASH-lh00

.
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The NFC car. no longer hide behind the fic tion that an accident

resultinE in releases of radiation to the public can never occur .

To the extent that WASE-11400 was relied on to bacP such an assertion,

it can no longer be used. On January 18, 1979, its policy statement

repudiating WASH-lltCO, the NB s ta ted:

%e Commission does not regard as reliable
the Reaetor Safaty Study's numerical estimates
of the overall risk of reactor accidents."

The IEC ac tad none too soon in disclaiming reliance on the Rene tor

Safety Study. The accident at Three File Island less than three

monts la ter proved baseless the claim that all significant accident

sequences had been identified and protected against.

I

| The Zion reactors represent a clear and present danger er the health
!

| and safety and well being of millions of people. Under these

circumstances, it is necessary for the NRC to address itself to

the question of whether the Zion site is suitable as the loc ation

for two nuclear power reactors.

Hadiation Exoo sure
.

If radiation were relea sed in a Zion Station accident,. the public

downwind of the reactor site culd be subject to radiation exposurs
.

from the following:
~

| -- Penetra ting radia tion from a passing cloud of
airborne radioac tive ma terial.

'

Penetrasing rsdiation from radicactfve =aterial--

| deposited by the cloud on the ground and other
i surfaces,
!
,

! Exposure from the inhalation of radioactive materia 1.--

! Exposure frcm ingestion of contaminated crops, milk,--

, dater ,
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Thyroid Blocking with Potassih Iodide
,o

The use of po tassium iodide (KI) *n block *he hold 51and fren
absorbin6 hazardous radiciodine that might be released in a nuclear

plant accident is a recognized protec tive measure. KI is 2.e only

FDA-approved drug for this purpose. On February 22, 1960, FnA

published notice in the Federal F.egister, officially no:if71ng the

public, sta te, local governments and the nuclear indistry of the

availability of the approved drug for use in the radiological

accidents a t nuclear power plants, that it requires no pre scription,

and it is available over th.e counter. In May 1960, the 'a'allace

Laboratories repor,ted a two-batch supply available for approved use.
.

Two major federal investigations, the Presidential Commission a nd

the Special Inquiry Group of de NFC, made stron6 recom .endations

to have II readily available and prearrangen ents for its distributien

and use at the time of an accident at a nuclear facility. The
,

Special Inquiry Group also recommeded tat the NaC establish criteria

for storage and distribution of a thyroid blocking agent, t hat the

! nuclear facill:1es fund its purchase and storage, and that it be

| availablea for the general popula: ion in the vicinity of nuclear
1

plants.

In March 1980, Sandia Laboratories co mpleted a s tudy for th e MC

| suEgesting that KI distribution be limitad tn nuclear site personnel,

offsite emergency response personnel and persons in off site

instit utions within a bout ten miles (i.e. hospitals, prisons)

| where i==edia te evacua tion might be inf ossible or very difficult.

._
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Shortly thereafter, die NEC staff recommendod against distribution

of KI to the general publie until further PDA studies on adverse

medical effec ts.
.

In copanenting on the NBC staff posit ion, tile FEMA Radiological

Emergency Preparedness Division Staff said titat NaC's policy of,

excluding the general population at risk could be publicly or

legally challenged. FEMA pointed out tha t the country needs an

official, Atlly coordina ted Federal policy and guidance on the

use of the drug and that it looks to the FM to develop this

! policy and guidance,
i

!
' 3nergency Planning 2ones and Accident Notification

Federal rules cequire utility notification of state and local

authorities within 15 minutes of identitation of any potential,

daveloping ar actual emergency; notification of 100 pereent of ths

public inside a 5-mile' radius of the nuclear plant within 15 minutes;

and a nuclear facility near-site emergency operating fac111:7

about one mile from the nuclear power plant.

A typical alert system, comprising sirens and tone alert radios,

ranges from .4500,0c0 to $750,000 according to the NRC. For a site

with a relatively high population within the ten mile emergency

planning zone (EPZ), FT4A estimates an initial cost of $2-million

for implementation of new evacuation criteria,

!

Illinois is plannin6 for a remote radiologic al monitoring system,

| called a rin6 sy stem. The estima tad ce st of 31.75 to $2-million

_. . ___ .-_ . _ _ _
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p'er site.. The Stata and local tax and fee structure averages a bout
425 million per year for a 41 billion investment, such as a nuclear

power plant. Mien compared to these tax and investment figures,

the cost of evacua tion implementation is relatively small --says

FEMA.

IS A TEN MILE 2PZ ADECUAT37

A NBC/ FEMA task foree selee ted ten miles a s the arearfor . evacuation

because it said tha t, even in the worst accident, it was the maxi.v.am

area for public exposure of radioactivity. The threshold dose at

which some people would die is 200 rem. At a dose of 1400 rem,

half of the expo sed people would die. A rem is a measure of radiation

exposure that indicatea degree of biolo6 cal damage.1

The ten mile radius has come under criticism. 2. Jan Beyes,

senior scientist for the Na tional Audubon Society, warns: "There

are weather conditions, such as rain, in which one could get early

' fatalities out to 20 or 30 miles."

Even the conservative Reactor Safety Study (Vol. VI, pages 11-29,30)

states that "Within 25 miles of the reactor, the doses would be -

sufficient'ly large to cause early mortalities or morbidities, so

that individual doses must be considered. The Reac tor Safety

S$udy states that with ground contamina tion, relocation of all

people within 25 miles is assumed in seven days, and, if it is
raining , in two days.

_ _
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Focus on Imediate Pa ta11 ties

| The NTC/E?A decided to set the EFZ at ten miles and concentrate
on reducing immedia te deaths. Of this, D . Beyes says: "'lhe

,

'

NIE has concentrated on protecting against early fatalities and
(
'

they're not paying proped attention to mitigating consequenc es of
o ther, more long term effec ts. Beyea believes that even beyond

50 miles, thousands of people would get doses of ten rem or less

.
for each close-in person affected by large doses. He said the

long term effects in. a nuclear accident are the cancer daths and

thyroid cancer cases that could afflict people hundreds of miles

downwind from a reac tor who are exposed to, low doses of radia tion

following a large nuclear accident.

Time Factors Associated with Radioac tivity Releases

I'he Reactor Safety Study indicates that major releases may begin
the the range of one-half hour to a s meh e s 30 hours af ter t he

|

initiating event and that the duration of the releases may range
from one-half hour to several days with the major portion of the

release occuring well within the first day. (*4 ASH-lh00, Appendix VI,i

i pagea2-5). The time between awareress of a core meltdown and,

the release of material from the containment building is estimated

at ansror two hours in '4 ASH-llt.00

.
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NBC Guidelines for a General Emergency

A nuclear power plant can release up to 1000 curies of iodine-131

ar.d 10-million curies of xenon-133 before there is any consideration
of evacuation of the general public. If more than these amounts
are released, and if the affluent monitors detect levels of 1 rem

at
per hour to the body or 5 rem per hour to the thyr 61dat the site
boundary under actual me terolo6 cal conditi'ons -a then the NBC1

recommends that responsible authorities consider precautionary

evacuation only within about 2 miles of the site boundaries.

If "these levels are exceeded by a factor of 10 or projected to
last for 10 hours (i.e.10 rem /hr. to the body or 50 rem /hr to,

the thyroid), then the NE recommends that authorities consider

extending the evacuation area to 5 miles.

In a core meltdown situation, where significant releases are not
yet in the containment ' atmosphere, the NM advises a 2 mile.

precautionary evacua tion. It suggests that authorities consider

a 5 mile downwind evacuition (14.5 deg. to 90 deg. sector) ir large
amounts of fission produe ts are in the containment atmosphere.

The NE recommends sheltering in other parts of the plume exposure
EPZ under this circumstance.

For a,ccidents where significant relea ses are no t yet taking place

and containment failure leadir4 to a direct atmospheric release

..
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is likely, but not iminent, and large amounts of fission produc ts

in addition to noble gases are in the containment atmosphere, the

E recommends precautionary evacuation to 5 miles and in a k5-90
i

degree 10 mile sector downwind.

|

If containment failure is judged iminent and thre are large amounts

of fission pro ducts other than noble gases in the containment

atmosphere, the E advises shelter for those areas were avacua tion |
,

cannot be compicted before the radiose tivity reaches-- that 100ation.

.

These E guidelines for emergeneymac tions are called " Protectivei

Action Guides (PAGs). They are detailed in the E 's "Naft

Enegency Ac tion Level Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants" (NUREG-

0610), September 1979 and are based on U.S. 31virofimental Pro tec tion

Agency (EPA) recommendations.

Sheltering as a Mesns of Protection

Since mose people beyond 5 miles of a nuclear resetor accident will

probably be sheltered and not evacuated in adherence to E guide-
1

lines, it would certainly behoove us to take a close look at the

! adequacy of sheltering as a protection against radiation and radio--

ac tivity.

FEMA, in its 1980 report to the President, gives sheltering faint
praise. It says, " Sheltering as a pro tec tive measure strategy

t

needs more prsetical Federal guidance for Sta te and local officials."

According to F3MA, the only sheltering guidance that the Federal

guidance can now offer are three research reports (see re'ferences)..

. _ . _ __ .-_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ .-. _ _ _ - -_. _ . . _ . . . - .__ , _ . _ . . - . _ - _ . - _ . _ . .
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FLMA complains that "There is no official Federal guidance on

sheltering for nuclear power plant accidents suitable for prac tical
use by State and local officials."

However, we can get a few clues to the nature of sheltering from
WASH-lh00 and an International Atomic Energy document. 'Iheir

discussions of sheltering ad rise:

}-- Close all doors and windows. .

.

-- Turn off all air ventilation systems.

-- Go to the basement or a centrally loca ted room
without windows. If you have no rooms without

,

windows, sit in corners and other places shaded
from direct sunlight Gamma rays come through
wf dows with very little dilution.

I-- Put out any fires in heaters or fireplaces, close
heater and chimney damper. '

-- Put pregnant women and children in rooms with
greater shielding and airtightness.

-- Place lavers of moist newspapers or cloths in |

the chinks of doors and windows to reduce inhalation
doses by a factor of 10,

1

-- Breathe filtered air. If you do not have a suitable |

respirator or gas mask, cover nostrils with 8 layers
of handkerchiefs or 2 layers of towels. Remember
that infants cannot tolerate such a filter over the
nose and mouth.

-- When the radioactive plume has passed, quickly
open windows and doors to ventilate your Fause of
any contaminated-air:to minimise inhalation of
radionuclides.

- !

|.

|

|

_ _
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Bole of ?EMA in Dergency Planning

FEMA is conduc ting studies of evacuation times around 12 nuclear

piwer plants with the highest popula tion density, or other special

problems, developing standard scenarios for exarcising emergency

plans and preparing guidance for the evacuation of joint axercises

of utility and Sate and local emergency plans,

In their report to tha President, FEMA found many deficiencies in

emergency planning. Their findings should alert Zion area officials

to important evacuation problems. For example FEMA reported:

that no formal Federal emergency pl.an exists in--

current regula tions;
i

tha t service institutions such as hospitals have--

not oriented their professional training tcw ards
large scale evacuntion and radiation treatment;;

that the preparedness of State and local governments--

as far as radiological assessment technology,
monitoring instruments , a nd the systematic and
coordina ted organization of personnel and resourcss,
is generally inadequate;

| that Federal leadership is needed to plan evacua tion,--

sheltering and the uses and distribution of potassium
iodide to protect the thyroid.

Financial Considerations in Evacua tion Planning

PEMA's discussion of financial considerations in emergency action
planning deserves a ttention:

" State and local government coa ta for ixplementa tion
of the new evaluation criteria is about $1 million-
one time per site in a. typical Sta te. Ihe 15 minute

!

__ _ . _. . . _ - _ . ._ _ - _ - .
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alerting and notification system is a large
portion of the to tal co st. For sites with
relative 17 high popula tion within the 10 mils
EPZ, initial co st could reach $2 million or more.
Recurring costs of 10 percent of these amounts
per year could be expected."

According to FEMA, "There is little evidenc e tha t a funding mechani'sm

for emergency preparedness around nuclear power plants exists."

Studies performed by the Presidential Comission on Three Mile

Island, the NRC Special Inquiry Group, the Na tional Academy of

Public Administration, and the NRC and FE:dA s taff s, recommend that

a major part of the cost of preparedness should be paid for by the
utilitie s. They say that cost of preparedness should be incorporated

into the cost of a1octricity from nue1 ear power plants.
.

All current FEMA emergency plan reviews are based on the 10 mile

EPZ for the radioac tive plume exposure pathway. Planning for the

50 mile ingestion exposure pathway has yet to be implemented.

I'he Zion si te,operatad by Commonwealth Edison, ha s had two opera ting

units since 1973. This site affects Lake County for the 10 mile

EPZ with a popula tion 6f 165,000

Illinois is developing " exercise scenario s". The first trial

scenario took place at Eresden nuclear sta tion on Ce tober 29, 1980

About 180 school children from nearby Channahon were evacua tad
'

25 miles downwind by bus to Bolingbrook. No one mentioned that

the children would have traveled 25 mile s enveloped in the radio-

ac tive plume they were supposedly trying to escape. FDtA announc ed

that "The sta te demonstrated solid capabili ty to protece the pub 11:

. - _ _ - _ .
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in the event of an accident at the Q esden f acility. "

The Zion site is one of the 12 sites to be evaula ted, but FEMA

does not have the financial resources to do so in FY 1980 However,

an assessment of evacuation times around the Zion Station is

being done by Alan M. Voorhees and Associates of McLean, Virginia.

The director of Illinois Emergency Services and CLsaster Agency,

E. Erie Jones, says that an emergency operations center in Lake

County is necessary to protect those planning the evacuation

! from radiation and radioac tive fallout. The co st of such a facility
|

is estima ted at 600,000 to $700,000 Jones said the co st should

be borne by the County and paid from local taxes from the Zion

nuclear station.
,

The potential for catastrophe at Zion is unlimited. The threat

of physical and financial disaster could have been avoided entirely.

(See attached article "The Zion Incident" fcr detailed scenario
|

| . of postulated accident at Zion, authored by this writer.)
|

| Since Three Mile Island, it has become increasingly evident tha t

a highly populated area - loca ted next t- Illinois ' most valuable

natural resource, Lake Michigan - is no place to site a nuclear

reactor.
.

i-
I
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